Classroom Spotlight
Mrs. Wellendorf, ACP Intermediate, Rm. 16

The school year is rolling right along and colored leaves are bringing promise to a wonderful fall here at Boyd. As the trees are changing, so are our students. We are well on our way to learning new things.

Our ACP Intermediate students have been working hard on learning new reading words, practicing new mathematical equations, and refining individual language skills. We are gathering knowledge in art, learning about different music, and dodging a ball or two in the gym. While in our classroom, we are also doing jobs, lots of jobs. We eat breakfast as a class and work on our manners and life and social skills. After we are finished with breakfast, we clean our space. We sweep the floor and clean the table. We always mind our manners while at the breakfast table, and work together to make our classroom beautiful, but our learning goes beyond our classroom. We have connected with others in the city though our Community Involvement Day. Our physical and occupational therapists planned a day of fun and learning at Seymore Smith Park. Students from Skutt High School joined us as we navigated through rotations of gross and fine motor activities. We did everything from playing with some special snow to setting rockets soaring into the sky. Fortunately, whether we are in the classroom or out in the community, we have some pretty great people helping us out. We are grateful for each and every one!

So as the leaves continue to change and the temperature starts to drop, Room 16 will be working hard on academics and having fun uncovering all this season has to offer.
Warm Heart Wednesdays!
Student: Dominic Hartford
Nominated by: Mrs. Julie Phillips 10/03/17
Dominic always uses his manners in school. He is kind to his teachers and other students. Dominic always volunteers to help the teachers!

PARENT/TEACHER CONFERENCES

Wednesday, November 8th, 4:30 p.m.—8:00 p.m.
Thursday, November 9th, 1:00 p.m.—8:00 p.m.
If you have not scheduled a conference at Open House, please contact your child’s teacher.

Everyone Provides the Strength of Support

Who are the people that really support you in your life? These people are important champions. They cheer us on when things go well. They stick with us when life throws us a curve ball. They listen. They ask questions. They smile. They hug. They’re people we like to be around.

What kind of champion are you for your child? Are you a fair-weather supporter? A rain-or-shine supporter? What’s your unique way of supporting and loving your child?

Your love and support for your child are critical. But you can’t go it alone. You need others. Your child needs others. How supported and cared for does your child feel by teachers, neighbors, coaches, grandparents, aunts, uncles, parents of their friends, youth workers and mentors? These other key adults are important players in helping your child jump over the hurdles in life. In fact, the more supportive adults your child has, the better. And by nurturing and loving all the children in our communities, we help them grow to be loving, caring people themselves.
Boyd Elementary
Red Ribbon Week

October 23 – 27, 2017

Spirit Days

Monday, October 23: Say No to drugs, say YES to college! Wear a college shirt to say yes to working hard towards college.

Tuesday, October 24: From head to toe, I'm drug free! Wear your hair crazy along with crazy socks to show you say no to drugs.

Wednesday, October 25: Use your hands and words for helping, not for drugs! Wear red or a warm heart shirt to show you use your hands and words for helping.

Thursday, October 26: Your choices are the key to your dreams! Wear your pajamas to school to show you make good choices.

Friday, October 27: Drugs are scary, don’t be afraid to say NO! Bring a costume or disguise to wear on our drug free harvest party walk.

Check out pictures and more Red Ribbon Pride on Boyd Twitter: @OPS_Boyd and Boyd Facebook or search #boydbeavers. Feel welcome to connect your students Red Ribbon Spirit Day outfit with our school accounts and #hashtag.